25. But Alive

From "Undecided"

CUE to GO:
PSYCHIATRIST
I like to think I know what happened.

PSYCHIATRIST:
But I genuinely don't.

Moderato \( \text{♩} = 90 \)

I wake up with this weight as I stretch my neck

Moderato \( \text{♩} = 90 \)

C/F

Piano

Music & Lyrics:
Stephanie L. Carlin

Brush my teeth Feel the gunk and get ev'ry speck
Get my shirt
Feel-ing like__ it's shrunk a bit__

E♭
Bb/F
C/F

Some-thing's wrong and I can't__ shake off__ the itch__

B♭m/F
E♭

But I try to get up take a breath__ and learn to for-get
And that's it  There's no secret  To survive_

There's still work  It's not fun  Still I try  and get the job done

I'm not brave  I'm not certain
tain_

But a-live_

And I know

that these thoughts won't go away_

But for you__ I can do my best today
Here I go finding out

It's not grim

what I hold dear
It's not grim if the sun shines on us here.

So I try

So I try

So I try

So I try
to get up take a breath and learn to for-give

to get up take a breath and learn to for-give

to get up take a breath and learn to for-give

to get up take a breath and learn to for-give

g#maj9

Cm7/Eb
And that's it
There's no...
And that's it
There's no...
And that's it
There's no...
And that's it
There's no...
Dm7
We will do
accel.

To survive

To survive

To survive

To survive

Dbmaj7
Cm7/Eb
All we can just to face the world hand in hand

We can do all we can now

Pno.

Allegro $\dot{\frac{}{}} = 130$
We're not brave
We're not cer-

We're not brave
We're not cer-

We're not brave
We're not cer-

Face it hand in hand_ We're not brave_

Face it hand in hand_ We're not brave_
tain But a-live

No we're not but a-live

Let the sun

D♭maj7 Cm7/E♭
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine
Let the sun shine

D/F© F G⁹ G/A
Let the sun
Let the sun shine

Let the sun shine

Let the sun shine

Let the sun shine

Let the sun shine

F G\textsuperscript{(add9)} G/A A\textsuperscript{7}
I'm a - live
I'm a - live
I'm a - live
I'm a - live
I'm a - live
I'm a - live
G7  F(#11)
A7  G7  F(#11)
I'm alive

I'm alive

I'm alive

F("9)/A

PSYCHIATRIST
I don't know if I helped.

F(add9)/A
I have no fear._

But I like to think they're okay.